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"COVID-19 - Empiricism never hurts!" 5  
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0 Bizarre and Odd Corona Reports - What is this text about?  
In the following, bizarre and sometimes even bizarre reports concerning Corona are collected. The 

reason is not only to collect strange things, but to illuminate the backgrounds. For example, it seems 

that the harsher measures - such as the "Green Pass" in Italy1 or the renewed tightening of Corona 

measures from 11/2021 in Greece2 are decided - the more these evoke an all the more grotesque 

avoidance behavior, especially against vaccinations. In Germany a high measure of falsified 

vaccination cards where to determine (In November 2021 there were in Germany presumably 

already over 3,000 investigation procedures3).  

1 Wrong medicine / causes of the pandemic  
• Ivermectin: A deworming agent (not only approved for horses, but also for humans), which is 

traded in "vaccine-skeptical circles as a remedy against Corona. "The mother of two, Tamara 

Drock from the US state of Florida, also believed in the effect of ivermectin. Her husband 

even sued Palm Beach Gardens Medical Center because the hospital would not give the 

47year-old the dewormer. ... Ryan Drock lost the case, but the judge asked that the hospital 

                                                           
1 See, e.g., https://www.tagesschau.de/ausland/covid-italien-super-green-pass-101.html.  
2 Cf. https://www.gtai.de/gtai-de/trade/specials/special/griechenland/erneute-einschraenkungen-

bestimmenden-alltag-235906.   
3 Cf. https://rp-online.de/panorama/coronavirus/gefaelschte-impfpaesse-mehr-als-3000-

ermittlungsverfahren900-davon-in-bayern_aid-64287363.   
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and husband settle out of court. The teacher was eventually given a dose of ivermectin, but 

died a short time later. ... Her family now wants to file a lawsuit. "We don't know if  

ivermectin would have saved her life, but it could have," the lawyer said. "4  

 But it's not just the U.S. that's affected: "Austrian family takes worm medicine for Corona - 

father and father-in-law dead! ... In Austria, a family of four has been hospitalized with 

Corona. A few days later, two of them were dead. The cause of death was quickly found for 

the surviving relatives: The patients stated that they had just taken too little horse 

dewormer, therefore it had not helped against Covid-19. "5  

• "Miracle Mineral Solution" (MMS): A panacea for all kinds of diseases - including the 

coronavirus. At least that's what former Scientology follower Jim Humble preaches. 

Specifically, the agent is the bleaching and disinfecting agent chlorine dioxide, or CDL for 

short. Donald Trump also suggested chlorine bleach as a cure for Covid-19. CDL is currently 

particularly trendy among vaccine refusers.  

• Do chlorine dioxide and onions help against the coronavirus? Such and similar myths are 

currently circulating en masse through social networks - and unsettling many people. In 

addition to the effectiveness of onions against Corona, the question arises how such a report 

can make it into the daily news (online)?5 Possibly a case of "hidden unemployment" in the 

public media. However, even Austrian authorities warn against MMS, CDS & CDL.6  

• On 11.05.2022, the daily newspaper DIE WELT reports a sharp increase in calls about 

chlorine dioxide to the Poison Control Center.7 The Poison Information Center North 

(responsible for Lower Saxony, Hamburg, Bremen and Schleswig-Holstein) recorded seven 

emergency calls due to chlorine dioxide in 2019. In the first pandemic year 2020, there were 

50, and by mid-May 2021, there were already 24. 

• Green tea helps against vaccination. "One has already heard many weird theories about 

Corona, but this one reaches a particularly high value on the Attila Hildmann scale, which is 

open to the top... In short: drink three liters of green tea directly after the vaccination and 

avoid whole grain products - then the mRNA vaccine is flushed out of the body in no time at 

all! ... In the scurrilem Posting, which is haunted at present by all social networks, one refers 

to the Moscow Virologist Alexey Agranovsky. He is said to have found out about the green 

tea. ... "This is complete garbage," says Agranovsky, a professor at Moscow's Lomonosov 

University who does serious research on Corona. "I have never done any such 'studies,' and 

my name is being used without consent."8  

• Fake soy - - Gene soy as pandemic trigger: I got a letter from a Chinese scientist when the 

SARS epidemic broke, do you remember, and he said, 'We are feeding all our animals GMO 

soya and it could so easily be that this horizontal gene transfer is happening and the animals 

                                                           
4 https://www.oe24.at/coronavirus/mutter-nahm-corona-wurm-mittel-tot/499303537.  5 

https://www.rtl.de/cms/oesterreichische-familie-nimmt-wurm-mittel-gegen-corona-vater-

undschwiegervater-tot-4868753.html.   
5 https://www.tagesschau.de/faktenfinder/faktencheck-coronavirus-mythen-101.html.   
6 https://www.basg.gv.at/marktbeobachtung/amtliche-nachrichten/detail/warnung-vor-

chlordioxidloesungenmms-cds-cdl.   
7 https://www.welt.de/regionales/hamburg/article238682789/Vergiftungen-Zahl-der-Notrufe-wegen-
vermeintlichem-Corona-Heilmittel-Chlordioxid-gestiegen.html 
8 https://www.bild.de/ratgeber/2021/ratgeber/gruener-tee-gegen-impfung-moskauer-virologe-

alexeyagranovsky-wehrt-sich-gegen-i-78526696.bild.html.   
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are developing super-viruses which are then jumping from animals to humans.' - Vandana 

Shiva, 2019" 910  

• “Zero-Covid” in China: Although the Chinese city of Yuzhou is in lockdown, an increase in the 

number of infections has been reported. The total number of cases in the city of 1.7 million 

inhabitants is now 55. While citizens are not allowed to leave their homes, several trucks 

disinfected the empty streets during the night.11 

2 "Fake news" about vaccinations  
• False information (fake news) about the medical consequences of vaccination. "Rumors 

that vaccination against Covid-19 makes people infertile persist. "12  

"Do immigrants have greater reservations about vaccinations? No, says Mosjkan Ehrari, head 

of the information platform "Handbook Germany." But she sees gaps in the authorities' 

information campaign. ... There is, of course, a lot of ignorance and misinformation, such as 

that vaccines could make women infertile."13  

 A CARE study on COVID vaccinations in Iraq, based on statistically more reliable data 

than the "felt" statistics of Ms. Ehrari, comes to the following results (key findings):14 o 

Vaccine hesitancy is high. 68% of people (67% men and 68% women) say they are NOT 

willing to receive a COVID-19 vaccine.  

o Women have less access to, knowledge of, and willingness to accept the COVID-19 

vaccine then men.  

o Fear of side effects is the biggest obstacle. ... biggest concern is fear of side 

effectsincluding fever, death, and severe allergic reactions. Another side effect 

people commonly site as a reason they will not get vaccinated is the vaccines will 

make them infertile.  

• On 13.12.2021 an article with the title: "Die irrationale Angst der migrantischen Milieus"15 

appeared in the WELT. There it says "Migrants are apparently less frequently vaccinated than 

others in the country". The reason for this seems to be the message "vaccination makes 

(women) infertile", which is mainly spread in social media and communities. However, the 

statistical basis of this statement is relatively thin. E.g., essentially "conversations" with 

migrants are cited; furthermore, without statistical evidence, it is stated that the vaccination 

campaign - even with low-threshold offers - is only "making slow progress" especially in the  

                                                           
9 Quoted from: https://progressive-agrarwende.org/gensoja-superviren-verschwoerungstheorie/ .   
10 DER SPIEGEL, which has stood out, for example, because of the outstanding work of C. Relotius, is, however, 

on Ms. Shiva's "team": "Genetic engineering in agriculture. What if the superviruses turn against us? ", 

https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/gentechnik-was-wenn-sich-die-superviren-gegen-uns-wenden-

a00000000-0002-0001-0000-000166040458. Then there must be something to it?  
11 https://www.stern.de/panorama/bizarre-zero-covid-strategie-in-yzhou--china-desinfiziert-stadt-im-
lockdown-31484678.html 
. 
12 https://www.sueddeutsche.de/gesundheit/covid-19-impfung-mrna-schwangerschaft-unfruchtbar1.5437570.   
13 https://mediendienst-integration.de/artikel/einwandererinnen-wurden-viel-zu-lange-ignoriert.html.   
14 "CARE Iraq conducted a study with 3,770 people (2,067 men and 1,703 women) in Ninewa and Duhok in 

midJuly 2021. The data specifically looks at the needs of marginalized people, and covers refugee, internally 

displaced people (IDPs), returnee, and host communities in several districts in each governorate. "   
15 https://www.welt.de/politik/deutschland/plus235587614/Impfungen-in-migrantischen-Milieus-

IrrationaleAngst-vor-Unfruchtbarkeit.html.   

https://progressive-agrarwende.org/gensoja-superviren-verschwoerungstheorie/
https://progressive-agrarwende.org/gensoja-superviren-verschwoerungstheorie/
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Berlin district of Neukölln16 with 44% of the population with a migration background17 . The  

RKI (Robert Koch Institute) has examined in a sample survey between September and 

October 2021, how much the vaccination rates between the German and migrant population 

is. Among those surveyed, the conclusion was that the proportion of migrants who were 

vaccinated was about 5 percentage points lower. However, over 91% of the respondents said 

they were vaccinated. In fact, at that time, the maximum was 70%. Consequently, a very 

large proportion of the non-vaccinated population did not participate in the survey. In order 

to determine the actual difference between the German and migrant populations, at least 

approximately, one would have to know the response rate among migrants and Germans in 

order to then be able to (ab)estimate the actual difference.  

Furthermore, the WELT article cites a survey by the Federal Center for Health Education: 

According to this study, 19% of those born in Germany were unvaccinated and 27% of 

foreigners at the time of September and October 2021. The extent to which the difference 

becomes even greater when the migration background is included is a matter for debate at 

this point. There is also the prospect of a (statistical) study by the RKI in 2020. "Let's see" 

whether this will ever be published and in what form.  

• Wrong or right? "Robert F. Kennedy Jr. fights everyone in his new book: Bill Gates, Anthony 

Fauci, the media, the pharmaceutical industry. The work has climbed to the top of Amazon's 

bestseller lists. ... In 480 pages, Kennedy, a prominent vaccination opponent, describes how 

Anthony Fauci, the head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, is said to 

be in cahoots with Bill Gates and the pharmaceutical companies. They would run a "powerful 

vaccination cartel" that would prolong the pandemic and exaggerate its deadly effects to 

promote expensive vaccines. They would be supported in this - as befits a conspiracy theory - 

by the so-called mainstream media and "big tech" companies, which allegedly censored 

critical reports. "  

3 False Vaccinations / Vaccination Cards / Corona Tests / Mask 

 Attests & False Arm  
•  False vaccinations: Greece - Deceived Fraudsters: "According to Greek media, more than 

100,000 vaccination opponents as well as 200 to 300 doctors and nurses are believed to have 

been involved in the massive fraud - in exchange for a bribe of around 400 euros. Dozens of 

vaccination centers throughout the country are affected. Apparently, not only were 

vaccination certificates issued illegally, but downright false vaccinations were carried out. 

However, some physicians are said to have injected a real vaccination dose instead of the 

saline solution - in other words, to have cheated the fraudsters, so to speak. The full extent 

is not yet foreseeable."18  

 Background: "Already in September the government had introduced a vaccination 

obligation for employees in the health service, which met with large resistance ... The 

                                                           
16 On the problem of high infection rates in the Berlin district of Neukölln, see also Part 3 of this blog, Ch. 5.:  

https://www.uni-speyer.de/fileadmin/Lehrstuehle/Knorr/3__Corona- 

Fallzahlen_und_soziooekonomische_Faktoren__Diskussion_Migrationshintergrund_.pdf.   
17 Cf. also https://www.welt.de/politik/deutschland/article232953537/Corona-Impfkampagne-drehte-sich-

zulange-um-Mehrheitsgesellschaft.html.   
18 https://de.euronews.com/2021/11/23/impfskandal-mit-gefalschten-zertifikaten-und-betrogenen-betrugern.  
18 https://www.apotheke-adhoc.de/nachrichten/detail/internationales/griechenland-tausende-

impfgegnerheimlich-geimpft-aerzte-betruegen-impf-betrueger/.   

https://www.uni-speyer.de/fileadmin/Lehrstuehle/Knorr/3__Corona-Fallzahlen_und_soziooekonomische_Faktoren__Diskussion_Migrationshintergrund_.pdf
https://www.uni-speyer.de/fileadmin/Lehrstuehle/Knorr/3__Corona-Fallzahlen_und_soziooekonomische_Faktoren__Diskussion_Migrationshintergrund_.pdf
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penetration of the vaccination obligation led accordingly to the suspension of approximately 

6000 employees ... Also in September the conservative government of Prime Minister 

Kyriakos Mitsotakis intensified besides the restrictions for unvaccinated: Without vaccination 

proof hardly still offers can be taken up from catering trade to leisure facilities. ... The police 

were put on the trail of the fraud by the case of the town of Palamas: In the vaccination 

center of the town of 6000 inhabitants, more than 40,000 vaccinations are said to have been 

carried out."18  

• Baden-Württemberg: Hundreds of ineffective Corona vaccinations injected? ... There is a 

suspicion that the doctor added something homeopathic to the vaccine before the 

vaccination. When the patient said that she was a bit afraid of the side effects of this 

vaccination, the doctor said that she need not worry, she had added something 

homeopathic.19  

• False vaccinations - Slovenia: "A man in Slovenia had himself vaccinated 23 times against 

Corona. The Slovenian man allegedly got paid to get vaccinated on behalf of others. 

According to the news portal "Svet24", ... another man is said to have been vaccinated 

against Corona six times. ...   

On October 1, 2021, Slovenia had introduced the Corona vaccination requirement for public  

sector employees. Since then, the approximately 31,000 employees must either recover from 

the Corona virus or be vaccinated. "20  

• New Zealand: "In New Zealand, a man had himself vaccinated ten times against the 

coronavirus - in just one day. Apparently, he sold the vaccination certificates afterwards. "21 

According to doctors, however, a tenfold vaccination does not protect better; for this, the 

arm may have caused plenty of pain. Accordingly, one can only hope that the fee was quite 

high.  

• False vaccination cards: Germany - more and more fake vaccination cards in circulation - 

the piece for up to several hundred euros ... 106 ongoing investigations because of false 

vaccination cards reports the Brandenburg police, 393 the Berlin. The vaccination certificate 

is a document, to forge it is punishable by law. 22 o "Although the case was already exposed 

in October, ... still managed to upload a digital certificate of the pharmacy to the CovPass app 

until the beginning of last week. In the CovPassCheck app, the certificate appeared as "valid" 

- that is, valid.  

Only after notifying the authorities was the certificate blacklisted in the  

CovPassCheck app and is now no longer valid. ... that there were hardly any entries in 

the blacklists of the Corona Warn app and the CovPass app. ... EU Parliament Vice 

President Nicola Beer calls for the possibility of a Europe-wide recall of fake digital 

vaccination certificates. ... "A look at the numbers in some German regions shows 

that we are moving into the mid three-digit range in terms of forgery... . A European 

                                                           
19 https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/baden-wuerttemberg/friedrichshafen/vermutlich-hunderte-

unwirksameimpfungen-in-markdorf-100.html.   
20 https://www.stern.de/amp/gesundheit/slowenien--mann-laesst-sich-23-mal-gegen-corona-

impfen30957642.html.   
21 https://www.welt.de/vermischtes/article235604896/Corona-Neuseelaender-laesst-sich-zehn-Mal-an-

einemTag-impfen.html.   
22 https://www.rbb24.de/panorama/thema/corona/beitraege/2021/12/corona-impfen-gefalschte-

impfaesseberlin.html.   
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interoperable solution for blocking individual vaccination certificates is currently 

being created. ""23  

o "Ludwigshafen pharmacist: 70 percent of vaccination cards are falsified. ... It annoys 

him what he has been experiencing every day for several weeks in his Ludwigshafen 

pharmacy. "In the meantime, about 70 percent of the vaccination cards that are 

presented to us are falsified. We also had days when we couldn't issue a single 

certificate because they were all fake." The Ludwigshafen police confirm that the 

number of operations has increased in a short time. This is still a fairly new 

phenomenon for them as well. As a rule, however, they are only called in after the 

fact, when the pharmacists discover the counterfeit and the suspect has already left 

the store. Then the investigation begins. ..."24 For sure, the commissioners "Chance 

and Rex" have already solved almost all cases of the fake vaccination cards in 

Ludwigshafen.  

o "According to a decision of the Osnabrück Regional Court, the presentation of a 

falsified vaccination certificate in a pharmacy is not punishable [According to the 

court, the namely only punish the presentation of a falsified health certificate to 

authorities or insurance companies, but pharmacies are private companies]. .  

Criminal lawyers say: The legislator should have worked more cleanly. ...  

[particularly incomprehensible: why the politicians, when adapting the Infection 

Protection Act in the spring of this year ... only made the incorrect issuing of 

vaccination certificates by an "authorized person" a punishable offense, but not the 

falsification by a private person]. . ... Thousands of investigations are said to be 

underway in this connection throughout Germany. The Bavarian State Office of 

Criminal Investigation reports that there are currently "more than 600 cases". The 

State Criminal Police Office in Berlin has received 153 criminal complaints so far. In 

Hamburg the police investigated last in 113 procedures."25  

 "In order to establish legal certainty, the Bundestag decided on November 18, 2021, 

the amendments of several paragraphs of the Criminal Code. Since then, it has been 

clear: vaccination card forgers and users of forged vaccination cards face harsh 

penalties. "26 Time for a good lawyer... [km]  

• FALSE CORONA TESTS: CERTIFICATE FAILURES AND BADLY PERFORMED TESTS - Dozens of 

suspected frauds at Corona test centers in BW - Investigations ongoing ... 27  

• False mask attests at a Walldorf school in Freiburg - Corona outbreak with 117 infections:27 

"Almost all mask attests were invalid. The students had been exempted from the mask 

requirement mainly because of "CO2 rebreathing ". ... At the Waldorf School in St. Georgen 

in Freiburg, Baden-Württemberg, there was a Corona outbreak with 117 infections at the 

                                                           
23 https://www.tagesschau.de/investigativ/report-muenchen/impfzertifikate-101.html.   
24 https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/rheinland-pfalz/ludwigshafen/apotheker-in-der-pfalz-erhalten-immer-

mehrgefaelschte-impfpaesse-100.html.   
25 https://www.tagesschau.de/investigativ/report-mainz/faelschung-impfpass-101.html.   
26 https://www.die-anwalts-kanzlei.de/gefaelschter-impfpass-macht-man-

sichstrafbar/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI9sqvibPN9AIVxeF3Ch3A7g4oEAAYAyAAEgJW_vD_BwE.  
27 https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/baden-wuerttemberg/betrug-mit-corona-tests-

100.html.   
27 https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/nach-corona-ausbruch-an-einer-freiburger-waldorfschule-fast-

allemaskenatteste-waren-ungueltig/27807140.html.   
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end of October. ... It was the largest outbreak to date in a school in the administrative 

district. "  

"It was striking that many certificates came from twelve Freiburg practices. One practice 

used the same wording 17 times in the certificates. Some also came from private clinics in 

Bavaria or Berlin. ... . According to the regional council, however, justifications must be 

individually tailored. Meanwhile, the public prosecutor's office in Freiburg has requested 

documents from the regional council to initiate an investigation. "28  

• No mask, no job: "A teacher no longer appears at her school - and instead at lateral demos. 

Christine S. was at the high school in Landsberg for 13 years. Then came Corona and she 

didn't want to wear a mask in class. "29 The Süddeutsche Zeitung (SD) is here completely in 

line with the Neues Deutschland (ND): "Extreme right infiltrates Corona deniers".30  

• False arm: Italian shows up for vaccination with silicone arm.   

"In Italy, there are fewer and fewer social spheres in which one can still participate without a 

vaccination certificate, the Green Pass. "31 "But a nurse did not fall for the deception 

attempt, as she told the newspaper "Corriere della Sierra". "When I uncovered the arm, I felt 

skin that was cold and sticky, and the color was too light" ... At first, she said, she thought the  

57-year-old man was an amputee and had accidentally offered the wrong arm. "32  

• Alleged nurse invents anti-vaccination attack.  

It sounds outrageous: Two nurses find their cars with slashed tires and a hate letter from 

anti-vaccination activists after a night shift. It goes viral - and it's not true.33  

4 False interpretation: Wrath of God, APOCALYPTIC TESTING AND 

 SPIRITUALLY BASED RESILIENCE  
"For religious perspectives of interpretation it can therefore be obvious to look for the cause of such 

catastrophes in the direct action of a deity: it as a godly "punishment", as an effect of the "wrath of 

God" ... can meditation, prayer and ritual help to meet the threatening danger of contagion - or is 

even a spiritual disinfection propagated. ... Nevertheless, the worldwide meditation day proclaimed 

for April 4 in esoteric forums with its "meditation for the final eradication of the Corona virus" 

seems not to have been successful yet - just as little as the magic number 537354.34 [own 

emphasis].  

                                                           
28 https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/baden-wuerttemberg/suedbaden/waldorfschule-freiburg-

gefaelschtecorona-atteste-100.html.   
29 https://www.sueddeutsche.de/bayern/landsberg-lehrerin-querdenker-gericht-

maskenverweigerin1.5482540?reduced=true.   
30 https://www.nd-aktuell.de/artikel/1159465.ndpodcast-rote-brause-folge-extreme-rechte-

unterwandertcoronaleugner.html.   
31 https://www.faz.net/aktuell/gesellschaft/kriminalitaet/italien-impfgegner-erscheint-mit-silikonarm-

zurcorona-impfung-17666725.html.   
32 https://rp-online.de/panorama/ausland/corona-in-italien-mann-wollte-impfung-in-

armprothese_aid64441971.   
33 https://www.t-online.de/nachrichten/deutschland/id_91406274/corona-impfgegner-angriff-

aufkrankenschwestern-ich-wurde-getaeuscht-.html.   
34 All about it: 

https://www.unigoettingen.de/de/document/download/efb2087f67f3a0781644e1a613be6ba4.pdf/Ergaenzen

desMaterialRVGr uenschloss.pdf.   

https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/document/download/efb2087f67f3a0781644e1a613be6ba4.pdf/ErgaenzendesMaterialRVGruenschloss.pdf
https://www.uni-goettingen.de/de/document/download/efb2087f67f3a0781644e1a613be6ba4.pdf/ErgaenzendesMaterialRVGruenschloss.pdf
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5 False data over Christmas: Is Germany a "Failed State" in terms 

 of Corona data collection?  
On 26.12.2021, Die Welt reported: "For the second year in a row, Germany is in the Corona data fog 

at Christmas. Health authorities, RKI, federal government and states have apparently not learned any 

lessons from last year. " ... "When looking at the Corona figures, one is briefly overcome by a feeling 

of relief: on Sunday, the nationwide seven-day incidence was 220.7. The health offices reported 

10,100 new infections. Both values were last lower at the beginning of November. But appearances 

are deceptive. The figures are no cause for celebration, they are simply: worthless. Germany is in 

holiday mode. And so are the pandemic statistics. "35  

On Dec. 29, 2021, Karl Lauterbach, the current health minister and a frequent guest on talk shows, 

also noted the problem: "In recent days, I have been concerned with the underreporting of corona 

cases, which is due to the fact that less testing is currently being done - in the workplace, but also in 

the practices. ... The actual incidence is about two to three times higher, the SPD politician said in 

Berlin. "In addition, we see a significant increase in omicron cases, which worries us. "36  

Also on Dec. 29, 2021, Deutschlandfunk reports, "Several European countries have reported new 

highs in the number of corona cases. Experts attribute the significant increase to the spread of the 

omicron variant. Italy, France, and the United Kingdom, among others, recorded jumps. "37 #  

Does Germany (the RKI) play in the 3rd league? Either the statistical tracking of Corona infections is 

significantly worse in Germany compared to other countries, or the new infections in the other 

countries such as Italy, France and Great Britain must be higher by at least a factor of 3 (as Karl 

Lauterbach assumes for Germany). Otherwise, the figures for Germany and the other countries such 

as Italy, France and Great Britain cannot be explained.   

So the following questions arise:  

• Do other countries, such as Italy, France and the United Kingdom, have better coverage of 

Corona infections during the Christmas holidays than Germany?  

• If not, should omicron infections in these countries be much higher (in Germany they would 

be relatively low)?  

• The health care systems in these countries must therefore not only be "at the limit", but 

actually already collapsed?  

6 False food: Fondue and raclette: RKI warns against these New 

 Year's Eve dishes  
Although the RKI cannot provide any real data about the holidays (Christmas and New Year's Eve), 

it can provide all the more good tips:  

"Before New Year's Eve, experts point out the unappetizing dangers of popular festive dishes. 

Scientists from the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) write in the scientific journal "Scientific 

Reports" that there is a connection between an infectious diarrheal disease and meat fondue 

                                                           
35 https://www.welt.de/debatte/kommentare/article235884418/Datenlage-Und-wieder-sind-wir-

anWeihnachten-im-Blindflug.html.   
36 https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/politik/corona-omikron-ungenaue-datenlage-lauterbach-100.html.   
37 https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/mehrere-laender-melden-hoechststaende-bei-neuinfektionen-102.html.   
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and raclette. The Federal Office of Consumer Protection and Food Safety (BVL) sees a danger 

from lead in game meat for certain groups of people. "38  

You have been vaccinated three times against Corona and then this ... Even in the closest family 

circle with less than 5 people, you are not safe if the lunch was shot with lead ammunition!  

7 Wrong driving behavior: More speeders and tailgaters on Rhine-

 Hessian highways because of Corona?  
Pushing, speeding, racing - police stations in Rhine-Hesse are currently seeing an increase in 

reports of coercion in road traffic. The Corona pandemic could be to blame. No joke, the article 

actually appeared like this on SWR.39  

8 Bad dreams - because of Corona! 
Allegedly first studies show that "we" dream "more, more vividly and more bizarrely than before" 

because of Corona.40 But not only public "New-Age"41 media like the NDR or the Deutschlandfunk, so 

the FAZ knows to report about a study, according to which "recently "heaps" of beetles appear in 

dreams".42 DIE ZEIT goes esoterically one step further. Psychologists interpret there the dreams of 

readers. This goes e.g. in such a way "I am caught in a pancake and must eat myself through. But I 

always get caught in the jam" (whether it was really a dream). Often it is also about masks: "THE 

ANALYSIS: "Many pandemic dreams reflect fears. But this dream is also about the reader trying to be 

on time despite the problem with the mask. You can interpret this as a metaphor for a fundamental 

dilemma, which is the back and forth between what someone wants to do and what is possible"".43 

 

9 Right (& Bright) Health Minister: Karl Lauterbach44  
The salt-free45 Social democrat Professor Dr. Karl Lauterbach is since 8.12.2021 Federal Minister for 

health. And rightly so. In the year 2021 Lauterbach was 29 times guest in Talkshows (at least every 

14 days); And that with clear distance to all other Celebrities. For comparison other German 

Politicians: Christian  

Lindner 14 times, Robert Habeck 11 times, Markus Söder 10 times and Mrs. Baerbock only 7 times.46 

(Did Karl Lauterbach win the election for the SPD through his media presence?)  

                                                           
38 https://www.rheinpfalz.de/pfalzleben/wein-genuss_artikel,-fondue-und-raclette-rki-warnt-

vordiesensilvestergerichten-_arid,5293991.html.   
39 https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/rheinland-pfalz/mainz/mehr-raser-und-draengler-in-rheinhessen-
wegencorona-100.html.   
40 https://www.n-joy.de/leben/Warum-wir-waehrend-Corona-bizarre-Traeume-
haben,coronatraeume100.html. 
41 "New-age" means, for example, bridging the gap between religion and science, 
https://www.spektrum.de/lexikon/psychologie/new-age/10559. 
42 https://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/wie-die-corona-krise-in-traeumen-verarbeitet-wird-16986989.htm. 
43 https://www.zeit.de/wissen/2020-12/corona-traeume-pandemie-bedeutung-schlafforscher-
albtraeume?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2F. 
44 Cf. e.g. https://www.fr.de/pol/itikcorona-deutschland-merkel-infektionsschutzgesetz-bruecken-

lockdowncoronavirus-regeln-notbremse-pandemie-news-90316371.html  
45 Haven't eaten salt in 30 years, cf. https://www.bild.de/bild-plus/ratgeber/2021/ratgeber/karl-

lauterbachverzichtet-wie-gesund-ist-das-salz-in-der-suppe-78592604,view=conversionToLogin.bild.html.   
46 https://de.statista.com/statistik/daten/studie/169412/umfrage/meisteingeladene-gaeste-in-talkshows/.   
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Karl Lauterbach also clearly dominated on Twitter along with Rezo.47  

Congratulations!  

The current bizarre to bizarre media appearances can be found in Part 6 of the current blog, 

especially in the epilogue: "Is the current Minister of Health (sic!) Karl Lauterbach "crazy"? "  

  

                                                           
47 https://www.rnd.de/medien/twitter-jahrescharts-2021-karl-lauterbach-rezo-und-bts-

dominierenW34MRVJN4ZATLBLUIHENHCUS5Q.html.   


